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October 1, 2004,

To: Iratxe Puebla  
   Assistant Editor  
   BMC Infectious Diseases

   Please find enclosed, the revised electronic submission of “Vaccine candidates derived from a novel infectious cDNA clone of an American genotype dengue virus type 2” by Blaney et al. All points in the “formatting changes requested” email were fixed. Specifically:
   - Title and country were changed
   - Keyword section was deleted
   - References now have square brackets
   - Competing interest statement changed
   - Cells and viruses capitalization fixed
   - Section headings have no periods, colons
   - Bibliography format is correct now
   - All tables within manuscript now, not solo PDFs
   - Figure 1 image isuntitled and cropped

   Please note that GenBank accession numbers for the sequences reported in this manuscript were assigned and have now been included. Thank you for your consideration of the manuscript.

   Sincerely,

   Joseph E. Blaney, Jr., Ph.D.